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Suppose LHC fails...
to find physics beyond the Standard Model Higgs...
We will need a good exit strategy
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go anthropic

Exit strategy 1

However, likely to become crowded...
Exit strategy 2 (this talk):
become a condensed matter physicist
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Particle physics = condensed matter physics
of the vacuum
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other atom or atoms. But there seems
to be no formalism to generalize this.
Yet another case of a force that
cannot be calculated by some kind of
renormalized diagram is the attractive potential of a covalent bond
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the separate atoms and let the electrons completely change their wavefunctions to “bonding orbitals.” This
is the Hund–Mulliken scheme of the
1920s, which lies behind modern
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is boring

necting by means of the emission and
absorption of photons.
But the nucleon is not an elementary object. It is a bound state of
three elementary quarks, and bound
states cannot be described using dia4 /33
grammatic perturbation theory. The

This is a talk about
strongly coupled,
conformally invariant dynamics
And how it can be relevant for
- condensed matter
- statistical mechanics
- quantum gravity
- Beyond the Standard Model (jokes aside)
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Scale Invariance
Ferromagnet (Ising Model)

Magnetization

High temperature
T>Tc

Critical point T→Tc

Scale
invariance
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Conformal Invariance
- emergent at the critical point

Conformal transformation

(preserves orthogonality of coordinate grid;

locally looks like dilation)

Why this extra symmetry?
- not yet fully understood
Generically but not always true
Polchinski 1988, Dorigoni, S.R. 2009,
El-Showk, Nakayama, S.R. 2011, Antoniadis, Buican 2011
Fortin, Grinstein, Stergiou 2011
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Power of conformal symmetry
e.g. constrains 3-point correlation functions

ε(x) energy density field in 3D Ising model
2-point correlator

(scale inv.)

(experiment+theory+numerics)
3-point correlator
scale
conformal
[Polyakov 1970]
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A success story - 2D CFT

[Belavin,Polyakov,Zamolodchikov 1984]

• Conformal symmetry is infinite-dimensional
• Lots of exactly solvable models (2D Ising,…)
• Applications to worldsheet perturbative string theory
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911pp

422 pp+552 pp
More 2D CFT than most of us
can absorb in a lifetime

In contrast, no standard textbook
on CFTs in D ≥3
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Physics reasons to think
about CFTs in D≥3
• Statistical Mechanics
• Quantum criticality
• Quantum Gravity in AdS
• Hierarchies in particle physics
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Quantum Criticality
Condensed Matter systems at T=0: H=H(control params)
4

Example:
anisotropic 2D
antiferromagnet

J/λ

Subir Sachdev

J

λc

Quantum phase transition
(Néel-dimer; 3D Ising universality class)

λ

Fig. 1 The coupled dimer antiferromagnet. The full red lines represent an exchange interaction J,
while the dashed green
√ lines have exchange J/! . The ellispes represent a singlet valence bond of
spins (| ↑↓# − | ↓↑#)/ 2.

In general:
D-dim quantum system at T=0

where "i = ±1 on the two sublattices of the square lattice. In the Néel state we have
&# a # '= 0, and we expect that the low energy excitations can be described by long
wavelength fluctuations of a field # a (x, $ ) over space, x, and imaginary time $ .
On the other hand, for ! ( 1 it is evident from Fig. 1 that the ground state
preserves all symmetries of the Hamiltonian: it has total spin S = 0 and can be
considered to be a product of nearest neighbor singlet valence bonds on the J links.
It is clear that this state cannot be smoothly connected to the Néel state, and so there
must at least one quantum phase transition as a function ! .
Extensive quantum Monte Carlo simulations [4, 5, 6] on this model have shown
there is a direct phase transition between these states at a critical !c , as in Fig. 1.
The value of !c is known accurately, as are the critical exponents characterizing
a second-order quantum phase transition. These critical exponents are in excellent
agreement with the simplest proposal for the critical field theory, [6] which can
be obtained via conventional Landau-Ginzburg arguments. Given the vector order
parameter # a , we write down the action in d spatial and one time dimension,
%
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!
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#
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2
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,
(3)
(%$ # a )2 + v2(&# a )2 + s(# a )2 + (# a )2
2
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(D+1)-dim QFT

• Request for more D ≥ 3 CFTs
•Also with fermionic excitations

AdS/CFT
[Maldacena; Gubser,Klebanov, Polyakov; Witten]
Anti de Sitter
Gravity+other fields in AdSD+1
CFT on D-dim boundary

boundary
y=0

AdS field content

CFT correlators
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Advantages of AdS/CFT
• Flexibility of the operator content (e.g. Bose/Fermi)
• Easy to go to T>0:

put Black Hole in AdS

Black hole horizon
boundary
y=0

can study transport properties
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Limitations of AdS/CFT
• Factorization of operator dimensions

Cf. 3D Ising model:

not every CFT has an AdS dual
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UV completion issue

Gravity theory in AdS is not UV complete

→ UV complete in string theory (as for N=4 SYM)
Or better: Think of it as an Effective Field Theory,
valid up to some high energy scale,
Field theory on the boundary is ‘not quite’ CFT
‘Effective CFT’ describing operators up to Δ=Δc≈ RMPl >> 1
[Fitzpatrick, Katz,Poland,Simmons-Duffin ’10]
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Completing
Effective CFT
on the boundary

UV-completing
theory of gravity
in AdS

Quantum Gravity problem in AdS is mapped into
a better-defined problem about boundary CFTs

Example 1
Graviton 2→2 S-matrix can be extracted from
CFT Tμν 4-point function (if you know it)
b3
b4
X0
b1

b2
Sd!1
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[Gary,Giddings,Penedones ’09]
d+1

z = z̄

Completing
Effective CFT
on the boundary

UV-completing
theory of gravity
in AdS

Example 2
Can get constraints on Quantum Gravity spectrum
from CFT consistency [Hellerman ’09]
AdS

any theory of quantum gravity
must contain gravitons
(dual to Tμν in CFT)

CFT boundary
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Completing
Effective CFT
on the boundary

UV-completing
theory of gravity
in AdS

Example 2
Can get constraints on Quantum Gravity spectrum
from CFT consistency [Hellerman ’09]

•

Can show that CFT must have more
operators (not just Tμν)

• These are interpreted as dual to
quantum black holes (mass ~MPl)
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Reasons to think about
CFTs in D≥3

• Quantum criticality
• Quantum Gravity in AdS
• Hierarchies in particle physics
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Is Standard Model a CFT?
•
•

Standard Model contains massive particles
in particular several very massive particles
W,Z,top,Higgs? - masses O(100 GeV)
not a CFT

But at E >> 100 GeV (e.g. at LHC)
Standard Model ≈ CFT
(free theory perturbed by slowly running weak couplings)
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Two types of CFTs
1) Stable IR fixed points
of RG flows

CFT

basin of attraction

2) Unstable IR fixed points
repulsive direction

scalar operator of dimension <D

Life in such a fixed point needs
an ‘experimentalist’
adjusting the control knobs
E.g. for 3D Ising Δε=1.4<3

need temperature adjustment
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In Standard Model, there is one such
repulsive scalar operator
Standard Model as a CFT is unstable
Hierarchy Problem

Experimenter
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Conformal Technicolor

[Luty,Okui ’04]

(Walking TC on steroids)

Imagine that:

At energies E>>TeV the Higgs sector
is a strongly coupled CFT such that
1) |H|2 has dimension above 4
no hierarchy problem
2) H has dimension close to Δfree=1
Yukawa couplings
are near-dimensionless
How close?
Depends on assumptions about theory of flavor.
ΔH <1.5 under most optimistic assumptions
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Do we know such a CFT?
No

Do we know of any reason which could
preclude the existence of such a CFT?
Yes: Crossing symmetry constraint
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Scattering amplitudes
in weakly coupled theory
(Feynman diagrams)

+
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Correlation functions in CFT
(conformal block expansion)

crossing symmetry (duality)
Functional equation for ‘CFT data’
(≡ dimensions of operators O and ‘couplings’

)

Bootstrap hypothesis : this equation
should be enough to fix the CFT [Polyakov 1974]
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Baron von Münchhausen (1720-1797)
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Sasha Polyakov

Swamp = Space of CFT data
Hair = Conformal Block Expansion
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O(N ) models in 4 − � dimensions ([7]). However we can’t make a general sta

ut whether ∆S

Spectrum
constraints
− ∆ ≷ 0.
T

[Rattazzi, S.R., Tonni,Vichi 2008,…]

detailed discussion of the requirements of Conformal Technicolor ([18]) goes beyo
5.5

[Vichi 1106.4037]

G=SO(4)
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Conformal bootstrap applications explored so far
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to the one shown in Fig. 8, although with a slightly rounded “knee”. We have also computed
several points for N = 16 and haven’t seen much improvement.

Bootstrap as a means to discover new CFTs?

• The dashed line and scattered crosses correspond to various OPEs realized in explicit examples of exactly solvable unitary 2D CFTs (minimal models and the free scalar theory), see
[7]. They all respect our bound.

The same bound as before but in 2D: [S.R.,Vichi 2009]
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- can the same be done in 3D? (alternative way to 3D Ising
critical exponents)
-Itsome
SUSY
plots
in
4D
show
similar
kinks;
new
SCFTs?
is instructive to compare this plot with its 4D counterpart, Fig. 6. While we do not know of
Figure 8: See the text for an explanation. The red cross denotes the position of the
Ising model, the black crosses marked ψ, ψ 2 correspond to the OPEs realized in the
higher minimal models, as in Fig. 15 of [7]. The shaded region is excluded.

any CFTs saturating the 4D bound, the 2D unitary minimal models M(m, m + 1), m = 3, 4, . . .,
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contain the OPEs

Physics demands that we continue studying CFTs,
especially in D≥3
AdS/CFT...
Recently, many general results about CFTs
just from prime principles
without any simplifying assumptions

Bootstrap
holds a great promise
for further progress in D≥3 CFT
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